Democratization: Its History and Future Challenges (IR/PO)

Instructor: David Collier, PhD
Schedule: Thursdays, 6:30pm – 9:30pm
Phone: (617) 690-1562
E-mail: drcollier@gmail.com
Office hours: After Class 9:30 – 10:00 p.m., and by appointment

COURSE DESCRIPTION

“What conditions make democracy possible and what conditions make it thrive?” This question was posed in 1970 and yet we still do not fully understand the process and what factors lead to its consolidation or regression. This course will provide a comparative perspective on the crests and troughs of democracy and democratization throughout history and into the present day. It will also assess the future of democracy as a universal value in the 21st century. We will explore conceptions of democracy and development, the preconditions, catalysts, and processes of democratic change, and the evidence linking democratization to longer term sustainable development. The course puts particular focus on current trends in the democratization debate, such as the Arab Spring, the Scottish Referendum, and the chances of an “Asian Wave” of democracy. As a case study, students will gain insight into the history and future prospects of democratization in Iran, one of the most important states in international politics today.

ABOUT THE COURSE

There are immense regional variations in processes of democratization and yet the impulse toward democracy seems universal. While democracy and economic development once seemed limited to a relatively small group of Western countries, both processes have spread across the globe. Democracy began as a purely Western political construct yet most countries in the world now at least claim to be democracies – or to be moving towards becoming democracies. The course will provide a deeper understanding of democratic systems, what factors promote democratization, the processes of democratic change, and how they have played out in key waves of democratization. The course also explores the relationship between democracy promotion policies and the growth of democracy as a worldwide concept. The course examines debates on democracy’s salience for sustainable long term development and the improvement of people’s lives.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

Course objectives include learning how to:

- Understand the historical underpinnings of the democratic concept
- Discuss the various views on what causes the process of democratization to commence and what factors hinder its progress
- Explain the concepts of democratic consolidation and degradation.
- Explain differences between regime types and how these are thought to impact democracy.
- Understand and describe the major causes of democratic transitions.
- Appreciate the major challenges that threaten the expansion of democracy worldwide
- Explain the major regional differences in democratization and development.
- Frame the history of democratization and U.S. foreign policy in regards to Iran
- Describe U.S. foreign policy approaches to democratization and economic development, including the variety of U.S. agencies involved in these initiatives.
COURSE ASSIGNMENTS AND EVALUATION

This course will be conducted as a seminar where students are responsible for active participation. This means bringing insights and perspectives to class that critique and enlarge on the readings. Class meetings are thus both an opportunity to test your growing understanding of the literature and to share your views. It is also an opportunity to interpret and move beyond the readings, not to review what you have already read. Attendance is mandatory. If you must miss a lecture, we advise you to seek out the notes of a classmate.

The course will be graded on 100 points. There will be four written assignments a short quiz, a midterm, and two strategy/policy papers.

- Short quiz: 10%
- Midterm exam: 20%
- Paper 1 (8-10 pages): 25%
- Paper 2 (8-10 pages): 25%
- Participation: 20%

ACADEMIC CONDUCT CODE AND ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE

Students taking this class are expected to maintain Boston University’s high standards of professionalism and academic honesty and integrity. Student are expected to be familiar with these policies located in the Academic Conduct Code which is available on the web at: http://www.bu.edu/academics/policies/academic-conduct-code/

If you experience academic difficulties in this course, please do not hesitate to consult with the instructor. I am happy to meet with students at any point to further discuss the course or the readings. If you have a disability and might require accommodations in this course, please notify us with a letter from BU Disability Services as soon as possible in the semester so that we can arrange to meet your needs. Many services are available to support you in your efforts to meet the course requirements and to stay healthy.

TEXTS


Course texts with substantial readings will be available for purchase at the Politics and Prose bookstore and on Amazon.com. Other readings will be available on Blackboard for the class. A copy of these books will be at the Boston University Washington Academic Center (BUWAC) Office for use at the office. Politics and Prose is located at 5015 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC. This is one mile north of the Van Ness stop on the Metro Red Line at Van Ness (you can also take the L1, L2, or L4 bus from the Van Ness Metro Station). (http://www.politics-prose.com/) In addition, students will be responsible for materials distributed in class, including articles, charts, tables, and other materials.
Class 1: Conceptual Foundation and Defining Democracy

Topics: What are democracy’s origins? How expansive should our conceptions of democracy be? What distinguishes democracy from other regime types? Is there a democratic theory?

Readings:

- Grugel, Chapter 1, “Democracy”
- Diamond, Chapter 1, “The Universal Value”

Class 2: Democratic Institutions and Democratic Systems

Topics: What institutions are most central to democratic systems? How do the institutional spheres of democracy interact with one another? Presidential versus Parliamentary systems. Plurality versus Proportional Representation. Open versus Closed Lists. De-centralization versus re-centralization. What are the trade-offs associated with institutional choice?

Readings:


Class 3: Waves of Democracy throughout History

Topics: Charting the growth of democracy throughout the world. Why has democracy come in waves, what accounts for these waves and counter-waves of authoritarianism?

Readings:

- Grugel, Chapter 2, “Democratization in Historical Perspective”
Class 4: Transitions to Democracy – Structural Explanations

Topics: How do democratic transitions occur? What conditions are necessary for democracy to come about? Are there requisites to democracy? What changes make it more likely? How has the salience of these factors changed over time?

Readings:
- Diamond, Chapter 4, “What Drives Democracy: the internal factors”
- Grugel, Chapter 3, “Explaining Democratization”

Class 5: Transitions to Democracy – process-oriented explanations

SHORT QUIZ

Topics: How do democratic transitions happen? What are the specific dynamics of change in democratic transitions? What are key variations in the modes of change? How do splits in the elite and other key groups account for different patterns of transition? Why are we so frequently surprised by democratic breakthroughs? Why have observers fared so poorly at predicting democratic change?

Readings:
- Grugel, Chapter 3, “Explaining Democratization”
- Diamond, Chapter 5, “External Factors”

Class 6: Transitions to Democracy – Consolidation, Reversal, and Hybrid Regimes

Topics: What happens to countries that go through the initial stages of a democratic transition? What problems arise in the consolidation stage? What are the types of regimes that can arise after unsuccessful or partially successful transitions?

Readings:
• Grugel, Chapter 5, “Democratization and Civil Society”
• Diamond, Chapter 6, “What Sustains Democracy”

**Class 7: Democracy in the United States**

Topics: How democratic is the United States? Is it becoming more or less democratic and, if moving away, what type of system is it moving towards? What factors promote and impinge upon democratic rule in America?

Readings:

• APSA task force, “American Democracy in an Age of Rising Inequality,” 2004: [http://www.apsanet.org/Files/Task%20Force%20Reports/taskforcereport.pdf](http://www.apsanet.org/Files/Task%20Force%20Reports/taskforcereport.pdf)

**Class 8: MIDTERM EXAM**

**Class 9: Regional Patterns of Democracy – European Problems**

Topics: How has democracy fared in Europe. What are the main sources of tension in regards to independence and democratic rule? What can we learn from succession movements in countries such as the United Kingdom, Spain, Belgium, or Ukraine?

Readings:

• Grugel, Chapter 7, “Democratization in Europe”
• Diamond, Chapter 9, “The Postcommunist Divide”
Class 10: Regional Patterns of Democracy – a Democratic Wave in Asia?

Topics: Will the next democratic wave come from China? What do countries like Burma and Thailand tell us about the region's democratic future? Do countries like Singapore show that capitalism is possible without democracy? What social forces in China provide challenges to the Chinese political system?

Readings:

- Grugel, Chapter 11, “Democratization in Asia”
- Diamond, Chapter 10, “The Asian Exception?”

Class 11: Regional Patterns of Democracy: the Middle East

PAPER 1 DUE

Topics: Why has democracy been unable to take root in the Middle East? What factors have been suggested as to its absence: religion, culture, natural resources? How is the Arab Spring similar or different from ‘third wave’ transitions?

Readings:

- Grugel, Chapter 10, “Democratization in the Middle East,”
- Diamond, Chapter 12, “Can the Middle East Democratize?”

Class 12: Democracy’s Future and the “End of History”

Topics: Instruments of democracy promotion and the democracy promotion ‘industry.’ Rhetoric versus policy: What are the consistency challenges? What are the links between diplomacy and assistance? How much continuity or change has there been across the Bush and Obama Administrations?

Readings:
Class 13: International Democracy Promotion

Topics: Where does democracy promotion fit into the current administration’s agenda? Where should it fit in? What is the relationship between democracy promotion and America’s national security, particularly in a time of “austerity” and increasingly pressured development budgets?

Readings:

- Diamond, Chapter 14, “Promoting Democracy Effectively”
- Grugel, Chapter 6, “Democratization and Globalization”

Class 14: Democracy Promotion as US Foreign Policy

Topics: Where does democracy promotion fit into the current administration’s agenda? Where should it fit in? What is the relationship between democracy promotion and America’s national security, particularly in a time of “austerity” and increasingly pressured development budgets?

Readings:


Class 15: Case Study – Democracy in Iran Before the Revolution

PAPER 2 DUE

Topics: What history does democracy have in a country like Iran? What elements sparked its transition and why did it fail. What role did the United States have in democracy’s ascendance and withdrawal? What role did democracy play in the Iranian Revolution?

Readings:


Class 16: Case Study – Democracy in Iran After the Revolution

Topics: How has democracy fared under the Islamic Republic? Can Iran be classed as a democracy or is it some other form of government. What have been the main reformist movements in Iran since the revolution? What might the future hold? Can the United States government promote democracy and should they try?

Readings:


Class 17: Course Wrap Up

Readings:

- Grugel, Conclusion
- Diamond, Chapter 15, “Physician, Heal Thyself”